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Relating Hippocampal Circuitry Viewpoint
to Function: Recall of Memory Sequences
by Reciprocal Dentate–CA3 Interactions

whereby a synapse is strengthened if there is both pre-
synaptic and strong postsynaptic activity. According to
neural network theory (Kohonen, 1978; Hopfield, 1982),
networks having these properties are capable of storing
large numbers of autoassociative memories in their re-
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current synapses.
Over time, it has become clear that the flow of informa-

tion through the hippocampus is not strictly serial andThe hippocampus is composed of several regions, each
that the CA3 network is not the only recurrent network.of which is a network of 105 to 106 neurons. The pattern
Specifically, it was found that CA3 and CA1 pyramidalof excitatory synaptic connections within and between
cells cannot only be excited by the preceding networkregions has been determined, and the “wiring diagram”
but also by direct inputs from the entorhinal cortex (Fig-is shown in Figure 1. The intricacies are striking and beg
ure 1). It was also discovered that the dentate region isfor explanation, but it remains unclear how the connec-
a recurrent network, although a more complicated onetions work together to perform a function. Indeed, more
than CA3 (Buckmaster and Schwartzkroin, 1994). Den-generally, the goal of relating network connectivity to
tate granule cells excite mossy cells, another type offunction has not been achieved for any region of the
cell in the dentate gyrus (Scharfman et al., 1990). Thesevertebrate central nervous system, with the exception
cells make modifiable excitatory connections back ontoof the retina. For many brain regions, the goal is a distant
granule cells (Hetherington et al., 1994; Jackson andone, because not even the function of the region is
Scharfman, 1996), thus forming a recurrent network. Theknown. For the hippocampus, the goal appears attain-
final major finding was that the pyramidal cells of CA3able, because the general function of the hippocampus
have axon branches that produce excitatory feedbackin memory processes is established. Many models that
to the dentate network (Ishizuka et al., 1990; Penttonenrelate aspects of hippocampal circuitry to memory func-
et al., 1997). Thus, the hippocampus has two recurrenttion have have been proposed, and these have become
networks, and these are reciprocally connected (Figuremore refined as new information has been learned about
1). There has been no previous proposal for the functionthe cellular, network, and functional properties of the
of this reciprocal connectivity.hippocampus (Jarrard, 1993; O’Keefe and Recce, 1993;

Buzsáki and Chrobak, 1995; Muller, 1996; Eichenbaum,
1997; Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997; Squire and Zola, Evidence for the Storage and Recall of Memory

Sequences in the Hippocampus1998; Tulving and Markowitsch, 1998). In this paper, I
propose a model that builds on several previous ones In trying to relate hippocampal circuitry to memory func-

tion, it is important to understand that there are severaland is the first attempt to provide a coherent explanation
of all of the connections shown in Figure 1. different kinds of memory and that the hippocampus

stores only “episodic memories,” memories that can beThe early view of the hippocampus was that informa-
tion flowed serially through its regions and that the CA3 formed during a single occurrence, can be articulated

(in humans), and that are linked to the particular contextregion was the most critical for memory storage. As
shown in Figure 1, axons from the entorhinal cortex in which the event(s) occurred (Dore et al., 1998; Tulving

and Markowitsch, 1998). The hippocampus appears toexcite the granule cells of the first hippocampal region,
the dentate gyrus; the granule cells then excite the pyra- be a long lasting and perhaps permanent repository of

a high-level representation of these memories (reviewedmidal cells of the CA3 region, which then excite the
pyramidal cells of the CA1 region (Figure 1). CA1 cells by Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997). Through feedback con-

nections to the cortex, hippocampal neurons can acti-provide an output of the hippocampus back to the cor-
tex. First generation models of the hippocampus (Marr, vate a more detailed, lower-level representation that is

stored in the cortex. Evidence that will be summarized1971; McNaughton and Morris, 1987; Treves and Rolls,
1992) proposed that memories were stored in the CA3 in the following paragraphs indicates that the hippocam-

pus may be especially important in the episodic memoryregion and that the storage was “autoassociative.” The
term autoassociative means that synaptic links are of sequences. An example of such a memory would be:

at the zoo (context), Jerry dropped his candy (memorystrengthened between cells that represent different
components of the same memory. These links allow 1), the monkey in the cage grabbed it (memory 2), and

Jerry was sad (memory 3).a complete memory to be recalled when only a few
components are presented. The proposal that CA3 is One line of evidence for the storage of sequences in

the hippocampus comes from the effect of hippocampalan autoassociative memory network was based on three
observations. First, the axons of CA3 pyramidal cells lesions on sequence learning in the rat (Honey et al.,

1998). Normal rats can learn multiple two item se-make excitatory synapses with numerous other pyrami-
dal cells of the CA3 region, thus forming a “recurrent” quences and orient to items that are out of their normal

sequence. Rats with hippocampal lesions orient to alto-network. Second, these synapses undergo an activity-
dependent modification of synaptic strength termed gether novel stimuli but do not orient when only the

sequence of familiar items is changed. Other tests oflong-term potentiation (LTP). Third, the particular kind of
LTP found at these synapses has a “Hebbian” property sequence learning also reveal impairments in animals
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Figure 1. Wiring Diagram of the Excitatory Pathways of the Hippocampal Region

The dentate and CA3 are two reciprocally connected recurrent networks. CA1 receives input from CA3 and the entorhinal cortex and provides
an output back to the cortex (for details, see Johnston and Amaral, 1998). Abbreviations: Ctx, entorhinal cortex; f, fanning; and p-p, point-to-
point (see Buzsáki, 1996). For simplicity, pathways are shown connecting to each target cell, but in actuality, only a fraction of these connections
occurs. The input from Ctx is called the perforant path. The perforant path to the dentate and CA3 comes from layer 2, whereas the input to
CA1 comes from layer 3. Minor connections not shown are input onto granule cells from other granule cells (Wolfer and Lipp, 1995) and CA3
cells. Mossy cells also receive excitatory input from the perforant path (Scharfman, 1991).

with hippocampal lesions (W. E. DeCoteau and R. P. et al., 1998). The sequence is said to be “time-com-
pressed,” because it is played out within a theta cycleKesner, 1998, Soc. Neurosci., abstract; Wallenstein et

al., 1998). at a rate more rapid than the actual traversal of the
places. Theta oscillations are subdivided by fasterA second line of evidence indicating the importance

of sequences comes from the study of hippocampal gamma oscillations (40 Hz) (Bragin et al., 1995), and
these may organize the readout of sequential locationsplace cells. These cells fire when the animal is in a

particular location in the environment. Different place during a theta cycle, as diagrammed in Figure 2. Ac-
cording to this view, the memory of a particular locationcells have different place fields and collectively map

the environment (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). During (or more generally, an event or object) is encoded by a
group of cells that fire synchronously during a particularsleep, there is a tendency of place cells to fire in the

same sequence as they fired during the movement of the gamma cycle that has a particular phase within the theta
cycle. The hippocampus thus uses what is termed arat in the earlier awake state (Skaggs and McNaughton,

1996; Qin et al., 1997). It is thought that this sequence phase code. A model based on this idea (Figure 2b)
leads to the prediction that the average phase-advancereplay may be important for memory consolidation.

Finally, recordings from hippocampal place cells should be one gamma cycle per theta cycle, a prediction
in reasonable accord with experiments (Jensen and Lis-show a firing pattern termed the “phase-advance” that

has been interpreted as a prediction of sequential up- man, 1996c). Having a rapid, time-compressed readout
of memory sequences is of obvious utility in preparingcoming positions along a well known path. This pattern

occurs as the rat moves and while its hippocampus is the animal for what is to come (the next time Jerry drops
his candy at the zoo, he may pick it up more quickly).generating a network oscillation at theta frequency (4–10

Hz). The key observation is that as the rat moves through The ability of the CA3 recurrent network to synapti-
cally encode sequence information during learning fol-a cell’s place field, the cell fires with progressively earlier

phase (Figure 2a) on successive theta cycles (O’Keefe lows straightforwardly from what is known about the
biophysical basis of LTP. At the recurrent synapses ofand Recce, 1993; Skaggs et al., 1996). A simple interpre-

tation of this phase-advance (see Figures 2a and 2b) is CA3, LTP depends on the NMDA class of glutamate-
activated receptors (NMDAR). These receptors medi-that it reflects a prediction of the sequence of upcoming

places cued by the rat’s current position (Jensen and ate a Hebbian form of plasticity that is triggered
when released glutamate binds to the NMDAR, andLisman, 1996a; Tsodyks et al., 1996; but see Kamondi
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Figure 2. The Phase-Advance of Hippocampal Place Cells May Reflect the Recall of Sequences Organized by Theta (5–10 Hz) and Gamma
(z40 Hz) Oscillations

(a) A rat moves through a sequence of positions (A–G), causing the firing of a place cell over this entire region. The firing of the G cell occurs
with earlier and earlier phase of theta cycles as the animal moves along this well known path, a phenomenon known as the phase-advance.
Successive theta cycles are labeled 1–7. This can be explained (Jensen and Lisman, 1996a) as follows: the G cell represents position G, a
region much smaller than the entire place field (A–G), but fires at positions A through F as part of a sequence recall process. This process is
initiated at the beginning of each theta cycle by a cue signifying the current position of the animal. The cells encoding this position become
active in the first gamma cycle and in turn activate cells encoding the next position in the sequence in the next gamma cycle. This sequence
prediction can go on until the last gamma cycle of a theta cycle. As the animal is moving, the cue at each successive theta cycle is further
along the path.
(b) Diagram showing how on each theta cycle, the firing of the G cell occurs earlier in the predicted sequence, i.e., at an earlier gamma cycle
within a theta cycle.
(c) Illustration of how multiple memory items in a sequence can be active in different gamma cycles (which have different phase relative to a
theta cycle). This is what is meant by a phase code. Note that each memory (a place or event) is represented by the subset of cells that fires
in the same gamma cycle (yellow indicates firing). Phase coding may occur when the hippocampus is in recall mode (as in [a] and [b]), but
also when it is in learning mode. In the latter case, it acts as a “multiplexing buffer,” as follows: a memory item is inserted into the buffer and
fires in a given gamma cycle on many successive theta cycles; when the next item is presented, it is also maintained by the buffer, but in a
different (later) gamma cycle. The biophysical processes required for a multiplexing buffer are as follows. First, the firing of pyramidal cells
activates intrinsic conductances that produce a positive going ramp critical for the reactivation of memories on subsequent theta cycles.
Second, rapid feedback inhibition onto pyramidal cells generates 40 Hz oscillations and organizes a winner-take-all process in which only
the most excitable cells (encoding the next item in the sequence) fire in a given gamma cycle. Third, a recurrent autoassociational network
with weights encoding each item make the cells that encode an item fire as a group, thereby imparting resistance to noise (see simulations
of 1–3 in Jensen and Lisman, 1996b, 1996c).

there is substantial postsynaptic depolarization. Be- during a recall process, they would activate C cells,
not A cells, thereby reproducing the sequence that wascause NMDARs in the CA1–CA3 region deactivate

slowly (.100 ms) (Debanne et al., 1995), LTP can occur actually experienced.
The mechanism described in the previous paragrapheven if postsynaptic depolarization occurs with a 100

ms delay after glutamate release (Gustafsson et al., could lead to the encoding of memory sequences in
which sequential events have a temporal separation of1987). This delay window has important implications for

sequence learning; if, as the animal moves, place cells ,100 ms, but what about the more common situation
in which the temporal separation is much larger? TheA and B are sequentially activated within 100 ms, the

synaptic connection from cell A to cell B will be strength- encoding of such sequences may depend on a short-
term memory buffer that can extend the period of activeened (Blum and Abbott, 1996), and this would be simi-

larly true for the elements in a longer sequence (A cells firing for many seconds. Because hippocampal neurons
tend to fire for many seconds after a brief stimulus (Vino-become strongly connected to B cells, which are

strongly connected to C cells, etc.). It is important to gradova, 1984; Hampson et al., 1993; Colombo and
Gross, 1994), the hippocampus must either itself be anote that the strengthening of connections is asymmetri-

cal (B cells become strongly connected to C cells but buffer or be driven by a network that has buffering ability
(Figure 2b). Such persistent firing allows a single briefnot vice versa). Thus, if B cells were to be activated
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Figure 3. Reciprocally Interacting Heteroassociative and Autoassociative Networks Produce More Accurate Sequence Recall Than a Single
Heteroassociative Network

(a) In the simplest heteroassociative network, the cells that encode one memory are selectively connected to the cells that encode the next
memory in a sequence. With each successive step in the sequence recall process, the memory becomes more degraded, as indicated by
the number of primes. A single network can accurately recall sequences if there is a high degree of correlation between successive memories,
but this will not work in the general case.
(b) An autoassociative network that stores the associations that constitute each memory item is capable of producing the correct version of
any item (e.g., B) when presented with a degraded version (e.g., B9).
(c) Accurate sequence prediction through the reciprocal interactions of two networks. One network is heteroassociative. When the next item
in the sequence is produced, it is sent to the autoassociate network, which is able to correct it. This corrected version is then sent back to
the heteroassociative network, where it serves as a basis for the next step in the predictive process. Not enough information is available for
a detailed simulation of how this could be carried out by CA3 and dentate networks, but the following is an example of how some of the key
problems might be dealt with. A cycle begins when memory A cells of CA3 excite memory B cells of CA3 through recurrent connections,
causing single spikes in these cells and pattern B9. The spikes are transmitted to the dentate network, where the correct granule cells for the
item B are excited (because of direct input from CA3 or indirect input through mossy cells). These “correct” granule cells then fire the “correct”
CA3 cells. This causes a burst and initiates the next cycle. If a CA3 cell representing B did not fire because of recurrent input (a false negative),
it will fire because of mossy fiber input. A CA3 cell that is a false positive will fire only a single spike (since it will not get mossy fiber input).
If only bursts are effectively transmitted to other CA3 cells by the facilitating recurrent synapses (Lisman, 1997), false positives will have little
impact.
(d) Complexities of sequence storage and recall. First, psychophysical evidence indicates that sequence memory is not strictly a pairwise
process between memories n and n-1. The dashed arrow indicates that connections between memories n-2 and n may also contribute (see
Jensen and Lisman, 1996c for how a multiplexing buffer makes this possible). Second, studies of human memory (Howard and Kahana, 1998)
and nerve network simulations (Levy, 1996) suggest that sequence items can be autoassociated with a preexisting sequence that can be
thought of as a sequence of time steps (t1, t2, etc.). Heteroassociation may therefore not be obligatory for sequence learning.

presentation to be synaptically encoded by an LTP- The findings summarized in the preceding paragraphs
form the basis of the view that the CA3 region is not antype process that requires repetitive firing to produce

synaptic modification. Of particular relevance to se- autoassociative network, as previously proposed (auto-
association would symmetrically link Jerry and droppedquence learning is the possibility that such buffers can

hold multiple items active at the same time by a multi- and candy). Rather, according to second generation
models (Blum and Abbott, 1996; Jensen and Lisman,plexing mechanism (Lisman and Idiart, 1995; Jensen

and Lisman, 1996b). According to the multiplexing 1996a; Levy, 1996; Tsodyks et al., 1996; Wallenstein and
Hasselmo, 1997), CA3 is a heteroassociative networkmodel, items that are presented sequentially during

learning are represented in sequential gamma cycles, that links different memories that occurred at different
times (heteroassociation asymmetrically links “Jerryas illustrated in Figure 2c, and the entire pattern repeats

for many seconds in every theta cycle (see Figure 2c dropped candy” to “monkey reached through cage and
grabbed it”). The next section will develop the idea thatlegend for a description of possible physiological mech-

anisms). A buffer of this kind would allow an LTP-type the reciprocally connected dentate and CA3 networks
provide a solution to the special problems that ariseprocess (with a delay window of 100 ms) to form asym-

metrical memory linkages between sequential memory when attempting to accurately recall sequences.
items in a manner consistent with psychophysical re-
sults (Figure 3d), even if the events occurred seconds Accurate Sequence Recall by the Reciprocally

Connected Recurrent Networksapart (as in Jerry’s story) (Jensen and Lisman, 1996c,
1998). There are thus physiologically plausible mecha- of Dentate and CA3

One observation that at first did not seem to fit with thenisms by which realistic sequences of events could be
encoded into long-term memory. idea that the phase-advance is generated in CA3 is that
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it is also observed in the preceding region, the dentate of the oscillation (25 ms). The evidence suggests that
gyrus (Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996). One possible this is feasible, since transmission from CA3 to the den-
explanation would be that the information is sent to the tate takes ,3 ms (Wu et al., 1998), and transmission
dentate from CA3 by the feedback connections (Figure back to CA3 takes ,5 ms (Yeckel and Berger, 1990).
1). But what would be the purpose of such feedback, A key prediction is that the dentate and CA3 recurrent
and, in the larger sense, what is the purpose of having networks perform the different functions of autoassocia-
two reciprocally connected recurrent networks? tion and heteroassociation, respectively. As discussed

Abstract models of sequencing networks suggest an above, what suggests that the CA3 region is heteroas-
answer to these questions (Kleinfeld, 1986; Sompolinksy sociative is that the time window of synaptic modifica-
and Kanter, 1986). One might at first think that sequenc- tion is sufficiently long (z100 ms) to produce heteroas-
ing could be done by a simple heteroassociative recur- sociative linkages (given the evidence that different
rent network in which cells encoding memory A were information is active within this time window [Figure 2]).
connected to cells encoding memory B, which were then If the dentate network performs autoassociation, then
connected to cells encoding memory C, etc. (Figure 3a). the time window in this network must be shorter, specifi-
However, it can easily be seen that this process will not cally less than the period of a gamma cycle. One way
lead to accurate sequence recall. Because of intrinsic this could occur would be if the NMDAR deactivation
and synaptic noise, memory A cells cannot perfectly time was short (,30 ms) at either of the two synapses
activate memory B cells; some memory B cells don’t in the dentate recurrent network, and it would thus be
fire (false negatives), while other cells that are not part of great interest to measure these times. At a more
of memory B do fire (false positives). Memory B is thus functional level, the model predicts that the accuracy
somewhat degraded, a degradation signified as B9. The of sequence recall should be reduced by interfering with
problem gets worse in the next step of sequence recall, the function of the dentate or by eliminating the feed-
when B9 is used to activate memory C cells. Because back projections from CA3 to dentate.
the starting point is inaccurate, the firing of C cells will
be even more inaccurate, C99. The result is a concatena-
tion of errors that makes the replay of long sequences The Perforant Path Input to CA3 May
problematic. What Sompolinsky and Kleinfeld showed Provide the Context Signal
was that this problem could be avoided by a second set I now turn to the possible function of the direct input
of synapses that contained autoassociative information from the entorhinal cortex to CA3 (Figure 1). This input
about the specific memory items, i.e., about A, B, and is called the perforant path input, and I argue that it has
C. A well established capability of autoassociative recur- a key role in allowing memory sequences to be stored
rent networks is to restore a degraded memory to its in context. Context refers to the general, relatively con-
original form, i.e., convert B9 to B (Figure 3b). This cor- stant features of the environment. In our example, the
rected memory could then be used to predict C without zoo is the context. Cotton candy and animal smells are
a concatenation of errors. They proposed that a network part of what makes up context. The importance of the
could alternately use the autoassociative and hetero- hippocampus in encoding contextual information has
associative synapses to produce accurate sequence

been demonstrated in behavioral experiments. For in-
recall.

stance, during aversive conditioning; given a choice of
I propose that this principle underlies sequence recall

environments, normal animals will move to the environ-in the hippocampus but that the two sets of synapses
ment in which they were not shocked when a condi-are in different recurrent networks; the autoassociative
tioned stimulus is given. After hippocampal lesions, ani-information about memory items may be stored in the
mals can still be conditioned, but actions based ondentate, whereas the heteroassociative information that
context are absent (Selden et al., 1991). The importancelinks memory items into a sequence may be stored in
of context is also evident in recordings from hippocam-CA3. These networks might interact during recall in the
pal place cells. In a given context, the environment isfollowing way (Figure 3c): in CA3, memory B cells are
mapped out by a subset of place cells. In a differentfired by recurrent input from memory A cells, but with
context (e.g., room), the environment will be mappederrors, resulting in pattern B9; this pattern is sent to the
out by a different subset (Muller and Kubie, 1987). Aboutdentate, where it is corrected to B and sent back to
one-third of the cells are potentially active in a givenCA3; there, it triggers the next cycle of sequence recall.
context (Thompson and Best, 1989). This strong contextIn this way, the two reciprocally interconnected recur-
dependence is not observed in the entorhinal cortexrent networks could produce accurate sequence recall.
(Quirk et al., 1992). Importantly, there are no cells inEvaluation/Predictions
the hippocampus that fire continuously in a particularAlthough the influence of CA3 on the dentate has been
context. One explanation is that contextual input to thedemonstrated in vivo (Penttonen et al., 1997), this inter-
hippocampus is itself subthreshold. Such a subthresh-action has not yet been described in any detail. More
old depolarization could, however, have important con-data will therefore be required to determine whether
sequences in enabling context-appropriate cells to bethe reciprocal interactions can perform the functions
triggered by other inputs.required by the model (see preliminary ideas in Figure

The perforant path input to CA3 could play this en-3c legend). What can be evaluated from available data
abling role. This pathway terminates in the most distalis whether the proposed bidirectional interaction is fea-
region of the dendritic tree and is thus the least effectivesible from a timing standpoint. If each step in sequence
input for firing cells. However, this input could producerecall is linked to one gamma cycle (Figure 2), the bidi-

rectional interaction must occur in less than the period a depolarizing bias in target cells that would allow a
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Figure 4. The Role of Dentate Synapses in
Filtering Out Context and the Role of the Per-
forant Path to CA3 in Transmitting Context

(a) At the medial perforant path input to den-
tate granule cells, contextual information that
is steadily firing (horizontal red arrows) is not
transmitted because of low-frequency de-
pression. Rapid increases in firing (upward
arrows) due to salient information is transmit-
ted. Note that in the dentate, the features
Jerry and Sad are represented by the same
cell, whereas this is not the case for the corti-
cal input cells. This is what is meant by a
change in representation.
(b) The same perforant path axons that pro-
vide input to the dentate also provide input
to CA3. Even constant “contextual” items
produce a subthreshold depolarizing bias in
CA3. This bias enables a single powerful
mossy fiber input (representing event infor-
mation) to detonate a CA3 cell. In this way, an
item is represented in context, even though
context itself does not cause firing (as ob-
served). (For altogether different models for
encoding context, see Samsonovich and Mc-
Naughton, 1997; Minai and Best, 1998.)

single axonal input from a dentate granule cell to fire single mossy fiber (for details and alternatives, see Fig-
ure 4b legend). To use Jerry’s story, cells in the entorhi-the cell. These axons, which are termed mossy fibers,

synapse onto CA3 cells at unusually large spines having nal cortex that represent the properties of zoo would
produce a subthreshold depolarization in a subset ofmultiple active zones (Chicurel and Harris, 1992), an

observation that led to the proposal that a single mossy CA3 cells. The subset of this subset (Figure 4b) that
received mossy fiber input (representing “Jerry droppedfiber might “detonate” (fire) the CA3 cell (McNaughton

and Morris, 1987). However, in vitro recordings show candy”) would fire and thereby encode “Jerry dropped
candy in the zoo” (a different set of cells would fire ifthat the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) evoked

by a single mossy fiber, though large for a unitary EPSP he dropped his candy at home). Groups of CA3 cells
that encode a given event in a given context have strong(2–4 mV), is nevertheless too small by itself to detonate

the CA3 cell (Brown and Johnston, 1983; Jonas et al., recurrent connections with the next event in the se-
quence, thereby building up the complete episodic1993). I suggest that in vivo, a subset of CA3 cells is

positively biased by a large number of contextually rele- memory.
Contextual coding of this kind makes sense, becausevant perforant path inputs (that are inactive in vitro) and

that this bias allows these cells to be detonated by a the hippocampus does not need to repeatedly encode
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the relatively constant complex information that de- input should abolish the context dependence of hippo-
campal place cells and the context dependence of epi-scribes the zoo context (animal smells, etc.). What does

need to be encoded in detail is the changing, salient sodic memory retrieval. Interfering specifically with this
pathway is difficult, and experiments of this kind haveinformation (Jerry dropping his candy). But how might

contextual information be filtered out by the dentate so not yet been attempted.
that the context does not directly cause firing? One
mechanism for such filtration is presynaptic depression,

The Roles of CA1: Decoder andan activity-dependent process that leads to a rapid re-
Match/Mismatch Detectorduction in transmitter release. This depression is known
The CA1 region receives information from CA3 and pro-to be particularly strong at one of the major inputs to
vides output to the entorhinal cortex. One role of thethe dentate gyrus from the entorhinal cortex, the medial
region is therefore to convey information derived fromperforant path (McNaughton, 1980). Once this depres-
hippocampal computations back to the cortex. It hassion develops, steady contextual inputs might become
been proposed that as part of this process, CA1 actssubthreshold for firing granule cells (Figure 4a) and
as a “decoder” (McClelland and Goddard, 1996). Thewould therefore be irrelevant. In contrast, even if the
underlying assumption is that the hippocampus and cor-same depression develops for perforant path inputs to
tex do not use the same representation of informationCA3 (Bragin and Otmakhov, 1979), subthreshold signals
and that CA1 helps to convert the representation backremain important in CA3, because they make it possible
to one that the cortex can understand. The term repre-for a single mossy fiber input to fire the cell. We can
sentation has to do with how cells combine differentthus see how steady, contextual information could be
kinds of information. To use an illustrative example (Fig-filtered out at the dentate and thus not be encoded in
ure 4a), there may be cells in the hippocampus thatdetail while retaining the ability to enable a subset of
represent the conjunction of Jerry and his feeling ofCA3 cells, as required for encoding specific information
sadness, whereas in the cortex, separate groups of cellsin context.
encode Jerry and sadness. One purpose of such aEvaluation/Predictions
change in representation may be to condense represen-A prediction of this model is that a single mossy fiber
tations so that fewer cells encode any given memory.input can fire a CA3 cell provided it is positively biased
This “orthogonalization” reduces interference betweenby context. So much is known about hippocampal firing
different memories (McNaughton and Morris, 1987;patterns and about the anatomical connections between
Rolls, 1996; Hasselmo and Wyble, 1997). The evidencethe dentate and CA3 that insight into this prediction can
is fairly good that a change in representation of incomingbe gained by trying to account for the firing pattern in
information occurs. First, place fields in the hippocam-CA3 from that in the dentate. About 0.4% of granule
pus are smaller than in entorhinal cortex; and second,cells and 2.5% of CA3 cells are active when the animal
anatomically distinct subregions of entorhinal cortex,is at a given place (Barnes, 1990). Each CA3 cell receives
which presumably carry different types of information,input from z50 granule cells (Claiborne et al., 1986).
converge on individual granule cells (see Johnston andFrom the binomial distribution, one can calculate that
Amaral, 1998).17% of CA3 cells will receive one or more active mossy

Another argument for a change in representation canfiber inputs, 1.7% will receive two or more, and ,0.1%
be developed based on whether pathways are “point-will receive three or more. Assume that of these, only
to-point” or “fanning.” We know from work in the visualone-third are positively biased by context; the remaining
system that a subregion of V1 representing a given parttwo-thirds are not biased and are therefore silent
of the visual field makes a point-to-point projection to(Thompson and Best, 1989). Thus, the expected per-
a subregion in V2 that represents the same part of thecentage of CA3 cells firing in these three cases is 6%,
field (Cowey, 1964). Point-to-point connections are thus0.6%, or ,,0.1%. Since the observed value is 2.5%,
indicative of a similar representation of information in thethe possibility that two or more mossy fibers are required
two regions (a retinotopic representation in this case).to fire a CA3 cell does not appear feasible. From this
In contrast, strongly divergent fanning connections areanalysis, it is unlikely that more than one active mossy
indicative of a major change in representation. Figure 1fiber input is needed to fire a CA3 cell (various sources
illustrates that some hippocampal pathways are fanningof failure could lower the probability from 6% to 2.5%).
(f) while others are point-to-point (p-p) (as summarizedUnder some conditions (after removal of the dentate),
in Buzsáki, 1996). The reason for these differences hasmossy fiber input may not be at all necessary to fire
been completely unclear. Examination of Figure 1, how-CA3 cells, since place-specific firing persists (McNaugh-
ever, reveals that there is a simple explanation for theton et al., 1989). However, it is unclear whether this is
entire pattern. If it is assumed that a cortical representa-a normal operating mode of the hippocampus or is due
tion is converted to a hippocampal representation in theto compensations resulting from destruction of the den-
dentate and that this representation is also used by CA3tate. What is known is that during the memory readout
but is converted back to a more cortical representation(when the phase-advance occurs), the dentate is active
by CA1, then one can see that a simple rule is obeyed:and therefore likely to contribute to the firing of CA3
the feedforward connections between regions that usecells (Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996).
the same representation (dentate to CA3, CA1 to cortex)More generally, the model points to the importance
are all point-to-point, whereas those between regionsof the perforant path input to CA3 (and perhaps also to
using different representations are all fanning (cortex tomossy cells) in establishing memory context. This leads

to the prediction that interfering with the perforant path dentate, cortex to CA3, CA3 to CA1).
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In addition to its role as a decoder, CA1 may also and this would be expected to disrupt match/mismatch
computations (Otmakhova and Lisman, 1999). Hyperdo-have a role in making a match/mismatch computation

in which sensory “reality” arriving directly from the ento- paminergic conditions have been implicated in schizo-
phrenia, and it thus intriguing that signals related torhinal cortex is compared with predictions of reality

made by dentate–CA3. This idea has been incorporated match/mismatch detection are aberrant in schizophren-
ics (Blackwood et al., 1987).into several models (Lynch and Ranger, 1992; Hasselmo

and Schnell, 1994; Blum and Abbott, 1996; Levy, 1996).
The idea of such a comparison relates to the long stand-

Summary and Conclusionsing proposal that the brain forms a model of the world
The view that emerges of the hippocampus is a relativelybased on past events (Sokolov, 1963). This model, which
simple one that can be related to the functional require-can be thought of as stored sequences, allows predic-
ments of episodic memory and more specifically to thetion of expected events (if this happens, then I expect
storage and retrieval of memory sequences in context.that to happen). The brain continuously compares these
The dentate and CA3 store autoassociations and hetero-expectations with reality. If the comparison shows a
associations, respectively, in the synapses of their re-“mismatch” to expectations or something altogether
current connections. During retrieval, these networksnovel, memory encoding and attentional processes are
work together to produce an accurate time-compressedtriggered. Evidence that the human hippocampus is in-
recall of a stored sequence. The role of the perforantvolved in such processes comes from brain imaging
path input to CA3 relates to the general problem of how(Dolan and Fletcher, 1997) and electrophysiological stud-
episodic memory sequences are linked to their con-ies (Halgren et al., 1980; Knight, 1996). Related experi-
text. It is proposed that contextual information arrivingments in rat and rabbit show that hippocampal neurons
through the perforant path enables a subset CA3 cellsbecome habituated to a repetitive stimulus but respond
(and perhaps also mossy cells). A subset of this subsetvigorously when the standard stimulus is replaced by
can be fired by salient memory information representedan “oddball” stimulus (Buzsáki et al., 1979; Vinogradova,
by mossy fiber activity. In this way, specific memories1984). Other experiments in rat directly show activity
can be encoded in context without having to explicitlyrelated to match/mismatch conditions (Otto and Eichen-
represent highly redundant and detailed contextual in-baum, 1992). The clearest demonstration of the exis-
formation. From CA3, information travels to CA1, a re-tence of an internal model comes from experiments in
gion that has two functions. First, it converts the hippo-which a repetitive stimulus was suddenly omitted. Cells
campal representation back to a more cortical one,in the mammillary body, one of the recipients of hippo-
thereby making it possible for the cortex to interpret thecampal output, fire in exact registration with the ex-
hippocampal output. Second, CA1 cells compare thepected onset and duration of the absent stimulus (Vino-
predictions made by CA3 based on stored memory se-gradova, 1984). Because the CA1 region is the site of
quences to sensory reality that arrive through the per-convergence of predictions from CA3 (via the Schaffer
forant path input to CA1. If a mismatch is detected,collaterals) and raw sensory information (via the per-
attentional and learning processes are initiated. To-forant path input from the cortex) (Vinogradova, 1984),
gether, these ideas provide a coherent explanation ofCA1 is well positioned to perform a match/mismatch
the function of each of the pathways shown in Figure 1.computation.

Recent work shows that it has become possible toEvaluation/Predictions
produce mice having a molecular modification in a spe-The strongest direct evidence for a representation
cific hippocampal network (Tsien et al., 1996), specifi-change between CA3 and CA1 is anatomical, based
cally deletion of NMDA receptors in CA1. The effect ofon the resegregation in CA1 of specialized medial and
this mutation is to produce strong deficits in spatiallateral perforant path streams of information that had
learning. Results of this kind are a challenge to interpret,converged in the dentate and CA3 (Naber and Witter,
because they can only be understood in terms of models1998). What remains lacking is physiological evidence
of great breadth that link processes at the molecular,for this change in representation. Indeed, the identical
cellular, network, and behavioral levels. The model pro-size of place fields in CA3 and CA1 argues to the con-
posed here is a step in this direction, but falls short intrary. Perhaps now that it is clear that the rat hippo-
several ways. In particular, it does not assign a specificcampus encodes features other than spatial position
function to synaptic modification at all of the hippocam-(Eichenbaum, 1996), more studies will be done on non-
pal synapses and does not address the question of howspatial variables, and these may reveal differences be-
information stored in the hippocampus is utilized bytween CA1 and CA3 representations.
other brain networks.Although several lines of evidence implicate the hip-

The rapidly developing methods of molecular biologypocampus in the determination of match/mismatch,
may soon provide new ways of testing network models.there has been no cellular analysis of how these compu-
One of the main methods used for elucidating the roletations occur. It is even unclear whether the system
of brain regions has been to ablate them and to examinecomputes match (presumably by a coincidence detec-
the resulting behavioral changes. In testing networktion process) or mismatch (by a subtractive inhibitory
models of the kind proposed here, it would be desirableprocess). The specific prediction of the model presented
to make more specific lesions, such as eliminating thehere is that the computation should be prevented by
feedback connections from CA3 to the dentate. Suchinterrupting either of the two inputs to CA1. Recent work
specific lesions are not generally possible by surgicalshows that dopamine can strongly inhibit the perforant

path input to CA1 without affecting the input from CA3, methods but may be feasible by molecular methods.
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